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Basic-Project1)
Who is the responsible local project executing organisation?
2)
Who is the contact person and organisation in Germany? Is someone from Germany currently
in the country, and if so, how long will they be there?
3)
Is there a plot of land yet? If so, who is the owner of the plot on which the building is to be
constructed?
4)
Is the plot geologically and legally suitable for building construction?
5)
How well-integrated is the plot in the local infrastructure (e.g. electricity supply, road network,
accessibility on foot etc.)
6)
To what extent is the local township involved in the project?
7)
Are national state intsitutions informed of and/or involved in the project?
8)
Have applications for aid or support of any kind been made for the project? If so, when and to
whom?
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9)
Are planners or engineers present locally or already involved in the project? If so, what
contracts have been closed (if possible English translation / copies) ?
10)
How is the buiding project structured? What exactly is to be bulit? Are there already existing
buildings? Have plans been drawn up yet?
11)
How big is the catchment area of the institution? How many potential people in need (e.g. of
food, education or medical care) are living in this catchment area?
12)
Who determines which persons will have access to the institution or its services?
13)
How is the sustainable upkeep of the project covered (running costs for the building and staff;
perhaps a commitment in writing from the project executing organisation, the township, the
state, the country etc.)?
14)
How much capital towards the project's funding exists (i.e. actually present in an account) ?
15)
What is the project's timetable? What should / must be done by what date (e.g. considering
periods of droughts, heavy rain or other already running projects etc.)?
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